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The new DAW 
for DJ mixing
Prepare live sets, create radio shows and video mixes in a fraction of the time, right from on your laptop. Focus on the transitions in our timeline-based editor. 
Used by more than 150K DJs from Bedroom DJs to performing artists.
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Mixtapes in ⅓ of the time
Connect to your music library, automix your playlist, focus on your transitions, and voila, you are ready to export to your favorite platform.
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Recognized by the greatest in the industry
Join our growing community with over 150,000 users.
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DJ.Studio brings production style workflows to DJs.

Mick Wilson
Tech Editor DJ Mag
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There’s long been a gap in the market for a product like DJ Studio and it’s by far the best software for creating DJ mixes that I’ve ever used.

MusicTech
MusicTech Magazine
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We've waited years for a tool like this and it keeps getting better every week.

Mixed In key
Best Friends Forever
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A new DAWn for DJs. The future is here.

Laidback Luke
Producer/DJ
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DJ.Studio is blisteringly fast.

Helen Sartory
Chief Revenue Officer








DAW for DJ Mixing
Make your DJ mixes using DJ.Studio in a few simple steps.
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As an artist that runs a radio show, guest mixes and spends endless amounts of time preparing our sets we cannot stress how much time using DJ.studio has saved us. This is a game changer.
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LoudLuxury
Canadian music production and DJ duo 



Auto-order your playlist and add your own creativity
Using millions of calculations, Automix orders your playlist perfectly based on tempo, and Camelot Wheel inspired harmonic matching. Save huge amounts of time and ensure that your DJ mixes always sound… perfect.
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Automix in seconds

Pick your tracks and DJ.Studio will do the rest. Using BPM, key  and your automix preferences to deliver a perfect mix every time. 


Choose your parameters

Polish your skills as a DJ, adjusting track length, transitions and tempo. Push the boundaries while always mixing faultlessly.


Solve mix issues

Solve tempo and key matching issues at the click of a button, delivering seamless and professional mixes.


With the Mixed In Key module you can DJ Mix on steroids with MIK's energy levels and cue points.




Precision transitions. Every time.

Implement the best transitions to blend your tracks. Create your signature sound with easily applied effects, your own unique automations, and finalize your mix with your own samples.
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Creative effects

Add multiple effects to your transitions all at once. Break free from legacy DJ mix restrictions. 


Edit your Transitions

Create and edit transitions with your own precise settings, effects and samples. You’re in control.


Music Visualizer

Add visualizations to your mix so you can export as MP4 which you can upload to YouTube.




You owe it to yourself to play with this app. It’s an awful lot of fun, seemingly getting better week by week.
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Phil Morse
Founder - Digital DJ Tips






Fits in your workflow
Choose your tracks using the seamless integration with Mixed In Key, rekordbox, Serato, VirtualDJ, Engine DJ, TRAKTOR, iTunes, or your computer library. Export mixes to Ableton Live. You have infinite potential for mixing, production, podcasts and video.
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See what our DJs have to say
DJ.Studio has made a huge difference in how I record my mixes. I can get radio shows ready in a fraction of the time and they sound incredible!
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Flat Stan
DJ/Producer


In the 12 years I've been DJing, I have never seen any DJ tool which changes the game as much as DJ.Studio. This powerful but intuitive app saves a massive amount of time while also opening up new creative options which weren't previously possible. This will quickly become an essential tool for any DJ!
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Noah Feasey-Kemp
DJ/Producer


DJ Studio saves me so much time, meaning I can focus on creativity. It’s game changer for the professional DJ and my workflow.
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Mark ‘Tomo,’ Thompson
Professional Drummer, DJ and Musician


DJ.Studio gives me the tools and possibilities to mix contemporary sound in a contemporary way. Automix surprises me with new combinations and the integration of external software and portals helps me continue to use the music collection I've built up over many years.
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JC Zeller
Radio DJ


"DJ.Studio is an absolute game-changer. Its AI-driven features have transformed how I create music mixes, making the process effortless and the results extraordinary."
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Mohit Dhanawat
DJ


DJ.Studio is a great tool for quickly assembling mixes--and for finding which tracks work well together for live DJ sets ... It solves a lot of problems for busy DJs and helps me get through more music. 
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David Ireland
Founder Magnetic Magazine


DJ.Studio speeds up my podcasting workflow for a monthly mix. It’s always getting new features. When I’ve reached out to support the response was very quick and helpful.
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DJ Fintan Moloney
Podcaster


You just hit automix and BOOM ... Usually, I would drag every single track in, look at each transition, then make the transition, but with DJ.Studio automix, it's already there!

[image: Laidback Luke]
Laidback Luke
Producer/DJ


I'm totally blown away by DJ.Studio as it fills exactly the gap
between Rekordbox and Ableton or Audition
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DJ Matthias
Event DJ


I have to say, I'm very impressed with the software and I will definitely be purchasing it!

[image: sh3rw00d music]
sh3rw00d music
Music producer


Great piece of software you have! been playing around with it for several hours now! wow
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Monschi
Radio DJ


I can't express how much I love using DJ Studio software! It has completely transformed my music mixing experience. The intuitive interface makes it easy for even beginners to create professional-sounding mixes. With DJ Studio, I've taken my sets to a whole new level, Thank you for such an incredible tool!
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Maurits Dofferhoff
CEO Made2Dance


I wanted to mention how great the YouTube integration is. It is easily my favorite part of this whole program. I love that I have millions of videos at my reach.
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Wori
Amateur DJ










Share your DJ mixes with the world!
Export your mix to a local file on your hard drive or straight to Mixcloud with an auto-generated track list. No more recording, exporting and uploading separately. Keeps you focused and eliminates wasted time.
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Record quicker than ever


Record at 5X normal speed, without losing quality or precision. Create and share insanely fast


Automatic track list

Export to Mixcloud or YouTube, and DJ.Studio will auto-generate the written track list.  Manual steps suck. Right?


WAV or MP3

Export your mix straight to a WAV or MP3 file. Quickly share it with your listening audience.




From Bedroom DJ to Performing Artist
DJ.Studio allows you to focus more on the creative process, making DJ mixing faster and more fun.
The studio awaits.




Footer
The DJ Mix. Redefined
FacebookYoutubeInstagramTikTokTwitterLinkedInRedditDiscord
Newsletter
Sign up for our newsletter and stay up to date with the latest news.
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